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Ruskovilla – a Finnish pioneer of ecologically and sustainably 

produced clothes made of natural materials
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Ruskovilla offers clothes for babies, children and adults

▪ Main product lines for 

babies, children and adults

▪ Broad selection of clothes 

including mainly:

– Baselayer/mid-layer 

clothes

– Outdoor clothes

▪ Accessories including 

bedclothes, textile diapers, 

toys, washing liquids etc.

▪ Main materials: 

– 100% organic 

merinowool

– 100% organic silk

– Silk-wool (mixture of 30% 

silk and 70% merinowool)

– 100% organic cotton
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Ruskovilla’s best-seller products

100% silk baby hat Neck-warmer Merino-wool fleece jacket

Baby mittens with silk lining Merino-wool bodysuit Outdoors shirt
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Brief history and profile of Ruskovilla

▪ Founded in 1981 in Artjärvi, 

Finland by Anneli Wahlsten and 

Mauno Mattsson

▪ Strong principles: Objective is 

not to grow but to provide high-

quality, sustainable textile 

products that are as friendly 

and healthy as possible to both 

to humans and to the 

environment

▪ Currently 2nd generation 

manages the company, Anneli 

and Mauno’s son-in-law Ossi 

Näkki is the current CEO

▪ 19 employees

▪ EUR 1.6 million annual sales

▪ Products sold online as well as 

through 70 retailers in Finland

▪ Currently 20% of sales go to 

countries outside Finland, 

including USA, Japan, 

Australia, Canada, Switzerland
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Clear principles: Sustainable, ecological, made in Finland 

“The principle behind organic productions is to 

produce products whose manufacturing methods 

are not harmful to the environment or to the health 

and well being of people, plants, and animals.”

“Our factory will stay in 

Artjärvi, and we won’t switch 

our employees to robots”

“Ruskovilla garments are made 

entirely in Finland, from design, 

weaving, cutting and sewing right 

the way through to the finishing 

touches.”

“Our garments are meant to make the 

wearer feel good. They are meant to be 

worn again and again, and the 

manufacturing process does not take unfair 

advantage of people or the environment.

As a matter of fact, we don’t want to exploit 

anything - the earth, people, or animals.”
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Recently in the Finnish press
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Ruskovilla Switzerland

▪ Founded in 2016 in Geneva by Annika Salmi

▪ Transferred to Minna and Phillip Schmidt in 

March 2018

▪ Products are sold via:

– Online webshop: www.ruskovilla.ch

– Events, e.g., Finnish Christmas markets, 

Children clothes markets

▪ Currently roughly 1/3 of sales from online and 

2/3 from events

▪ Start-up mode: warehouse in our cellar and no 

employees

▪ Main customer groups:

– Finns living in Switzerland 

– Young parents

http://www.ruskovilla.ch/
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Our marketing approach (1/3) – Instagram, Facebook
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Our marketing approach (2/3) – Newsletters
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Our marketing approach (3/3) – Events
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Current issues we are facing and our objectives

Our objectives

▪ Make the brand well known in Switzerland

▪ Consider adapting language to use also 

German in marketing efforts

▪ Create new content with a more “Swiss flavor”, 

e.g., photos from hiking in the Alps 

▪ Find new audiences in Switzerland that 

appreciate sustainable/ecological products

▪ Turn more customers into loyal customers by 

keeping in touch via email newsletters

▪ Try to find other outlets/channels in Switzerland 

to showcase and sell Ruskovilla products

▪ Create awareness around wool fleece (fleece 

without micro plastics)

▪ Facilitate administrative

burden through having a 

better integrated 

webshop/warehouse system

Current issues we are facing

▪ Brand name “Ruskovilla” doesn’t mean anything 

in English or German

▪ Low awareness of the brand outside Finland

▪ Attitudes “wool scratches”, “wool clothes can’t 

be washed in a washing machine”

▪ Prices are relatively high due to manufacturing 

in Finland, as well as transport and customs 

costs to Switzerland

▪ Little experience in effective social media 

marketing (e.g., FB/Insta ads, Google adwords)

▪ Limited time to do marketing efforts

▪ Current webshop solution is outdated and

complicated

▪ Very broad selection of

products (including colors/

sizes), which makes stock 

management

complicated 
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Case questions

Ruskovilla’s key unique selling point is the sustainability and 

environmental friendliness of its products (only organic materials, no 

chemicals used, fleeces without microplastics, etc.). 

How could Ruskovilla Switzerland best bring this forward in its 

marketing strategy? 

1. What could be the most attractive customer segments (max. 3) 

that Ruskovilla Switzerland should mainly focus on? What could be 

the potential “brand message” for each target segment?

2. Through which marketing channels could Ruskovilla Switzerland 

best reach this target audience (while still being conscious of 

relatively small budget)?

3. What are the main competitors of Ruskovilla Switzerland’s 

adults and children’s products, and how does Ruskovilla 

compare to them e.g., in terms of pricing, offering and product 

features? How could Ruskovilla distinguish itself from 

competition?

4. How could Ruskovilla Switzerland expand its distribution reach

(as currently only limited reach via webshop and events)? For 

example, would it be possible to use Amazon to sell the products?

5. Would you have any other creative suggestions?
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Thank you and 

have fun with 

the case!!


